
A Kiss to Build a Dream On 
 
 
Love—my love, yes baby, look at me. I am talking to you 
Lie down on my bed and close your eyes lady, because there is something that I need you 
to do. 
As you listen to the sound of my voice, relax your body, and feel the soft—soothing 
effect of my words supple caress 
I am going to lean into you, and whisper into your ear, as your body I slowly start to 
undress 
No—no baby, keep your hands to your sides. Just listen, and don't reach out for me 
Daddy is in control. Tonight is the night that finally, we get to fulfill our sexual destiny 
I have longed for the feel of your lips to my lips and the touch of your hands to my body 
for well over a year now 
Don't stop listening to my words baby. I am going to touch as my tongue begins to go 
down 
To taste your earlobes, how I wondered at its feeling for oh so long 
Now I am kissing you on your neck. Baby, this feels too right to be wrong 
Like a king cobra searching for its prey.  
Around and around your nipples, my tongue begins to play 
You have something that I want. That I needed from the start 
My tongue stops. Let me place a tender kiss right here over your heart 
It is your heart that I want to capture, and your love that I want to lock away 
Throw away the keys, so that in my life you will stay 
Down, let me go down further. Now in love, please allow me to make love to that one 
place that my tongue is begging to explore 
Open your legs Boo Boo, and let me taste your body some more 
Damn, this is what I have wanted for oh so long 
My face deep inside of your pussy, while that man Louie sings our favorite song 
 
Baby, give me a kiss to build a dream on, and my imagination will drive upon that kiss 
Umm sweetheart, I ask no more than this, a kiss to build a dream 
Kiss me a kiss before you leave me, and my imagination will feed my hungry heart 
Umm leave me one thing before we part, a kiss to build a dream on 
 
With that kiss and that kiss alone, I realize why I sit up at night and cradle my telephone 
Why I think of you all hours of the day, and all throughout the night 
Why this distance between us is nothing more that than a slight oversight 
I realize that I love you, and I mean that with everything that I am 
About your past, I wasn't in it, so frankly my dear, I don't give a damn 
It is you that I want, and you that I need 
Just so long as that on your love and on you body I can feed 
 
Damn, the song is almost over, and I wanted to take the second wave of your cum all in 
Hold on baby, the CD is on repeat, now I can start this process all over again 
 



Just give me a kiss to build a dream on. 
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